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Whether you are starting law school or preparing to start the practice of law, you need to learn the

essential skills and theory of your trade. A Lawyer Writes puts the reader in the place of a first-year

attorney tasked with real life assignments. In doing so, it teaches law students not only how to

succeed in law school, but also how to succeed in the practice of law. The book uses graphics and

visual samples to demonstrate the variety of ways in which attorneys write effectively, showing best

practices in both traditional and electronic environments. Speaking to its reader in a straightforward

manner, A Lawyer Writes communicates essential skills and theories so that they will be retained for

a lifetime of legal practice.
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A Lawyer Writes made a great difference in my teaching this year. The book explains concisely the

expectations of lawyers regarding organization of legal analysis and then explicitly shows law

students how to meet those expectations. The frequent examples are a great complement to the

clear and accessible text. --Suzanne Rowe, Luvaas Faculty Fellow 2008-09, Director, Legal

Research and Writing, Associate Professor of Law, University of OregonOne of the best parts of A

Lawyer Writes is its chapter explaining rules. After my students read that chapter, they really

seemed to understand the concept that rules can be stated implicitly in the cases, and that it was

their job to make those rules explicit for their readers. The book also provides a number of excellent,

easy-to-understand examples in every chapter, which the students found very helpful. --Alison

Julien, Associate Professor of Legal Writing, Marquette University Law SchoolA Lawyer Writes is

the perfect book for the first semester of Legal Writing. It explains the foundations of legal



reasoning, illustrates those foundations with practical examples, and is an exemplary model of its

own lessons about good legal writing. --Steve Johansen, Professor of Law, Lewis & Clark Law

SchoolOne of the best parts of A Lawyer Writes is its chapter explaining rules. After my students

read that chapter, they really seemed to understand the concept that rules can be stated implicitly in

the cases, and that it was their job to make those rules explicit for their readers. The book also

provides a number of excellent, easy-to-understand examples in every chapter, which the students

found very helpful. --Alison Julien, Associate Professor of Legal Writing, Marquette University Law

SchoolA Lawyer Writes is the perfect book for the first semester of Legal Writing. It explains the

foundations of legal reasoning, illustrates those foundations with practical examples, and is an

exemplary model of its own lessons about good legal writing. --Steve Johansen, Professor of Law,

Lewis & Clark Law School

Christine Coughlin is a professor at Wake Forest University School of Law. Joan Malmud is a
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Didn't know how to write a memo until I got this book two days before the memo was due. Maybe I

still did it wrong but at least I was able to write something thanks to this book. Had My professor

assigned it i would have had it from the beginning and done way better. Thank goodness my friend

told me that his professor assigned it just in time.

This is a great reference tool for Legal Research and Writing class. I found that it is more useful to

read the chapter that pertains to whatever the particular writing assignment is, while trying to

complete the assignment. For example: read the chapter on how to write a succinct and accurate

Statement of Facts, then using the case assigned, write the SOF, comparing what is written to that

which is in the book. Reading the book cover to cover is not particularly helpful because most

regular people do not have a frame of reference for legal writing thus making it tedious to read

through all the examples that are given. Overall, I liked it and found it helpful.

Legal writes, come on, why is it different

Brand new condition, arrived as fast as I wanted it to, great job all around.



Great book to help you write clean briefs, memos, and persuasive pieces.

If its still available, then dont wait just buy this book. You end up keeping it like every others

Great condition

It's like it's never been opened, nearly perfect
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